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: Rhodes Scholar Jenny Haverkamp can look forward to two
years of study at Oxford University in the Honour School of
Human Sciences. Photo by Greg Tonian.
January 12, 1979 Number 10
Haverkamp to Receive Rhodes Scholarship
by Martha Oesch
What does Wooster senior -
Jennifer : Haverkamp have in
common with Kris Kristoferson?
Both are, recipients-- of the -
n
EPC Releases Curriculum Proposals
' by Tracey Dils
After . seventeen months of
consideration, the curriculum
proposal designed - by the
Educational Policy Committee will
be released to students and faculty
within the next two weeks. Dean
Holliday revealed recently. The
proposed curriculum, according
to Holliday, will be-- "tighter and
built more around a philosophy"
than the former one and will
structure, to a greater extent, the
choices which the College of
Wooster students will make about
their educational pattern." While
the proposal will be voted on by
the faculty this year, it will affect
the incoming class of 1983-198- 4
and such changes will not apply to
4--L. T1 J .u ass vui idiiiy xiuuncu vsiaoicj
student -
The most drastic changes under
consideration, according to Dean
HoIliday,include a requirement of
off-camp-
us experience - for all
Wooster students with generous
-- ii . ' iauuw0iiv,es indue iui luiise
students unable to complete such
study for personal reasons. An
prestigious and coucted Rhoda
Scholarships given once a year to
qualified students- - from
. throughout the English speaking
world. A diamond miner in South
additional requirement may be a
course in cross-cultur- al
perspectives which may include
courses,, in Black Studies,
Women's Studies and Non-Weste- rn
Studies. A freshman core
course, also being considered,
would involve an introduction to
Western Culture. .
. The Religion requirement may
be altered so that students would
be exposed to non-weste- rn
elements with an emphasis on
Judeo-Christia- n heritage. Taken
as a whole, the new curriculum
Poll Reveals
According to a poll conducted
at the end of Fall Quarter by the
Wooster Voice, students seem
to. be satisfied with the present
Wooster curriculum and with the
liberal arts curriculum in general.
Sixty-si- x percent voiced
approval of the curriculum, and
ninety percent affirmed that they
were pleased that they enrolled in
a liberal arts college. Of those
polled, eighty-thre- e percent felt
" Africa, Cecil J. Rhodes envisioned
- the scholarships not as "rewards
, for past achievements, but long-ter-m
investments in the growth of
promising young people.' Thirty-- .
two of seventy scholarships, each
based on leadership, character
and committment to duty as well
as academic standing, are given in
the United States. -
The scholarship-entitl- es
Jennifer to study for two years in
the University of Oxford with all
' expenses paid. In addition, each
Rhodes Scholar receives 2220
.
pounds per year for their own
expenses and travel. There are
three, eight-wee- k' terms per year
Jhat are divided by six-wee- k
vacations in mid-winte- r, , spring
and from June to October. During
the breaks students, are
encouraged to traveL Although no
exams are given until the end of
the school year, students meet,
with a tutor each week to review
their progress.
A biology major at Wooster,
Jennifer wilt be enrolled in the
Honour School of Human
Sciences at Oxford next October.
A combination of the biological
and sociaf sciences. it stresses
"Innlrini k umrMV nrnhlomcIWTMI IJJ W " w. w. w wmmm w
with a biological perspective" she
explains. Included in her studies
will be animal behavior, human
ecology and urban geography.
Looking for an alternative way
to spend the next two years,
Jennifer was' encouraged by her
German professor to apply for the
Rhodes Scholarship. In
September, she began preparing
the required 1000 word essay of
her interests and aspirations, and
obtaining five to eight letters of
recommendation from faculty and
would look like the following: one
course in Freshman Core Studies,
one course in critical inquiry and
expression, one course in religion,
one course
,
in cross-cultur- al
perspectives, up to three courses
in foreign language and culture,
one courje in literature and the
fine arts, two courses in the social
sciences, two courses in the
physical and life sciences, up to
one course in verbal and
qualitative skills and one course in
historical perspective. Require-
ments in the proposed new
Curriculum
that senior Independent btudy
should be required.
When asked to note which
graduation requirements should
be maintained or initiated, all
choices received approximately
the same number of votes. These
areas included English composi-
tion, concentration, distribution,
religion, foreign language, and
math. Some students declined to
specify any requirements.
administration. A physical is also
required of all candidates because,
according to Cecil Rhodes, they
must be able to "meet the
demands for physical fitness
imposed by an active career."
Of the 56 people who applied in
Ohio for, the scholarship, eight
were called for' the state interview
in Cleveland. There Jennifer
competed against students from
such reputed schools as Harvard,
Princeton, Radcliffe,' Dennison
and Kenyon. After qualifying in
Cleveland, she and another
student competed in the district
interviews in Chicago. Of the
twelve people at the district level
four became Rhodes Scholars.
At the district interviews
Jennifer was faced with the
questions of six selectors who try
to, according to Jennifer, "make
you ill at ease to see if you can
withstand the pressure."
However, this didn't bother
Jennifer who says of the
experience, "I went in there
determined to enjoy it. I like being
put on the spot and having my
brain picked." She succeeded,
, pecause afterwards tty? selectors
--
personally told her that they had
enioued inrervipwina her. Y1
Because the Rhodes Scholar
ship has been open now for three
years to women, Jennifer does not
feel that she is breaking ground for
women. Currently, women
represent only one-thir- d of the
winners. Jennifer would like to see
that figure rise, but as she
Houses Burglarized
by Robin Wilson- -
Winter break kept the College
of Wooster's security system on
curriculum would be from 10-1- 4
- courses, rather than 7-1- 2, as in the
current curriculum.
Unifying this new curriculum
proposal is a philosophy of general
education. This philosophy
emphasizes course work in a
variety of fields of knowledge
essential for a broad understand-
ing of somme of the important
aspects of human experience and
study of forms and methods of
understanding considered useful
in varied fields.
Viewpoints
Of all the departments at the
College of Wooster, chemistry,
biology, and history were listed by
those surveyed as the "strongest,"
with chemistry collecting the most
votes. Results to the question,
"What departments do you feel
are the weakest?" were not as
clearcut, with a broad range of
answers offered.
Commenting on, the Wooster
cont'd, on pg. 3
explains, "It would be upsetting if
they were only trying to fill a
quota."
A strong supporter of a liberal
arts education, she' comments
that, "Wooster has given me the
breadth that I wanted and close
relationships with the faculty."
Jennifer continues, adding, "I like
having a direction that
requirements give you. A degree
from an institution means more if it
guarantees certain things."
Her involvement at Wooster
has been extensive. Among other
things she has been a lacrosse
' player for three years, a
bibliographic assistant in the
library for two years, a tour guide,
a church choir member, and a
national merit scholar. In addition,
she and Pat Markunas coordina-
ted the Women's table last year.
As .a biology major with a
concentration in history, she says,
"What you major in doesn't ,
matter. Many people change their
minds later." This same attitude
was expressed by Wooster's 1964
Rhodes Scholar, Richard Noble,
who majored far chemistry and
men ww otto tuoy philosophy
at Oxford. Wooster's onV ether
Rhodes Scholars were in 1921 and
1922.
Jennifer encourages others to
apply for the scholarship,
commenting that, "It's a good
experience. But you can't work for "
or prepare for it. If you're too
calculating they sense it. They
don't want a grind."
their toes, with burglaries hitting
three of the small houses on
campus. Security officers were
alerted on Thanksgiving night by a
young woman, staying on campus
over break, who went back to her
room at Fuller House and heard
voices at the . window. "We
continued with our regular patrols
on the campus," reported Chief
Yund, "stiffening those made on
the small housing units."
Again on Thanksgiving, a rear
window was smashed at Grosjean,
a men s house, but according to
Yund, nothing was taken from the
home. The same night, Scot
Cottage, a women's house, was
broken into with more serious
intentions. Security found two of
the doors kicked in and
discovered that the home had
been extensively burglarized.
According to the residents of
Scotl Cottage, two stereo
systems, record albums, a ten-spee- d
bicycle, and a minimal
amount of money were removed
from the home. "We called the
Wooster police as soon as we
discovered that Scotl Cottage had
been hit," offered Yund. "They
proceeded with taking finger
prints and foot casts from the
incident but physical evidence,
such as these two measures, were
cont'd, on pg. 3
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Wooer:Fairy Tals:
prints arid the Pauper99
I After the 1977 INDEX was released last year, students grumbled for
weeks about its randomness, incompleteness, and absense of quality
photographs. Last Spring Jim Van Horn was named new Editor of the
annual, and in a VOICE article on April 21, he told us that under his
direction we would see more pages, better photography, and a
representative selection of photographs. As our reporter noted, "Jim
expressed his pleasure in the fact that this year's staff has an abundance
of photographs from which to choose, and readers will be getting only
the best for their money." What is interesting is the way m which Van
Horn managed to increase his supply of quality photographs without
taking more pictures.
You see, he stole them from the VOICE. .
Yes, approximately 30-4- 0 photos in this year's edition were taken right
out of our files. Why do we care? Well, normally this kind of thing
wouldn't phase us, for we 're more than willing to assist the yearbook with
photos we could not find room to print ourselves.
Yet we ARE upset that: (1) Van Horn's staff lifted our entire 1977-7-8
photo file (which was never returned), (2) not a single VOICE
photographer received recognition for hisher work, (3) other students
who contributed photographs received neither credit nor their original
prints back as promised, (4) the INDEX photography staff charged the
cost of their dark room passes to the VOICE account.
But thafs not aL Even with a file of VOICE photographs clutched
tightly in hand Van Horn still printed a yearbook that was neither
representative of the College community nor well-writte- n. There were
Seventh Section snapshots aplenty, but most non-sectio- n campus
organizations were ignored (including all but one program house). He
printed page after page of cameo shots, but most of them were without
captions. (This error, by the way, was especially inane. As long as you're
going to steal photographs, you might as weO steal the captions, too.)
At any rate, if you enjoyed the photography in the 1978 INDEX
(including the two-pag- e photo on pp. 198-19- 9 that appeared in our final
issue last year and was taken by one VOICE staff member and edited by
another) don't merely thank Van Horn and his photo editors. ;
On Van Horn's behalf, we would Eke to take this time to thank David.
Koppenhaver, Barb Bolton, Mark Snyder, and Jay Keller for their
brilliant photography without them there would probably have been a
dozen or so blank pages marked "Autographs'' at the end of the book.
You're welcome, Jim. r
D.G.P.
Symposium to
Dear Editor,
.
Think about the kind of work! of
we want to work and Sue in.
' What do we need to know to an
buHd that world? Let's teach each is
other. .
adapted from Peter
Kropotkin, 1842-192- 1
life
When we come right down to it,
isn't this the main purpose of quo
education? At least it should be.
Somehow along , the way the
visions are forgotten or set aside.
The "We-ness- " of building a better
world for all is replaced by the "I-nes- s"
of, come senior year,
thinking one needs to make
money, settle down, and enjoy the.
WOOSTER
good life. This 'good life' is the kind
world some of us wish for, but in
doing so one must recognize that
attitude and lifestyle of "I-nes- s"
going to directly and indirectly,
oppress countless fellow human
beings.'
It is not easy, because to lead a
of we-ne- ss in the United States
.
today is to go against the status
and requires ' knowledge,
critical thinking, perseverance,
self-sacrific- e, faith . and hope. .
However, it may be a much more
fulfilling life. Few of us would
consciously oppress others anu
most of us probably have some
visions and dreams of a better
What does it take for
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Lowry Check Cashing
Dear Editor,
ft seems to me to' be slightly
unfair that students should be
compelled to cash their checks at
the Treasurer's Office which is not
open as often as is Lowry Center.
Facts certainly make this situation
irritating. (1).' Checks cashed at
Lowry Center have a ten dollar
Grrdt upon them in addition to a
Educational Issues
dreams to become reality? Are we
being prepared to accept and meet
this challenge?
-- Next month, February 4-7-,.
there will be a symposium
addressing education and how
Wooster is preparing us all for the
rest of our fives. It is hoped to be a
time of open, honest,-- critical and
. creative examination of learning at
Wooster today and exploration of
how it could be tomorrow.
Tomorrow is meant in a literal
sense, for it is possible that some
concrete ideas may surface which
could be implemented intc
Wooster life. The potential is therek
and exciting.
In preparation for the
Symposium "Between the Enes --
Where , education happens," a
series ofdiscussions will take place
the next three Thursdays: January
18, January 25, and February 1.
The first will be in Wagner and is
entitled . ."Utopian University."
'Participants will brainstorm or
what they would do with, a
university given the opportunity to
plan one. .
--
.,
The second discussion will
involve a panel of --students who
have a somewhat outsideobjec-
tive view of Wooster, that is
transfer, foreign, and returning off-camp- us
students. -- The third
discussion will begin with a group
of about 10 students, faculty and.
administration sharing a reading
which expresses their own vision
of the world, and Wooster. The
ensuing, 'Spontaneous discussion
will include sharing -- these ideas
about how visions can be realized.
.
t We invite you to participate,
Lucille Teichert
.
Sandy Kronitis
ewvo-jura- s u
checking charge of IOC per check.
(2). Checks cashed at the
Treasurer's Office only have a 5
charge per check, and the amount
of the check is limited only by the
amount of funds the student has
available.
For example,' a student who.
wishes to cash a $30 check late'
Friday, or anytime Saturday or
Sunday will have some problems
since the Treasurer's Office is
closed. - .This student- - will be
' charged 30 to cash three checks
at Lowry Center (in addition to
any charges heshe might have to
pay to their bank, for checking
privileges). The student could ride
a bus ior a 15 charge to cash a
check at a local bank, or walk
there at no financial cost. Both of
these cause unnecessary time
expenditures and may be difficult
Respect Necessary
"Tfav is the wmter of our discontent.."
Appropriate apologies to Shakespeare aside, the January 8 faculty
meeting clearly dernonstrated that legitimate student concerns and
demands have yet to be adequately
The meeting featured a cross-sectio- n of student representatives who,
in response to an open invitation from the faculty, aired grievances,
clarified misunderstandings and shared perceptions into what they
identified as problems within the Wooster community, and how they
applied to the faculty. The response to the faculty's legitimate, if
somewhat predictable, question of
several related specifics, which
heading of respect.
Respect for us not only as students, but as adults as weB. For adults we
are, or so this institution tells us.
trust and responsibility, and entails
among these is visitation. It is difficult to take the responsibilities and
obligations of adulthood seriously when someone, is dictating your
bedtime hours to you.
Improvement and expansion of the social life of students is another
key issue. The absence of a diversified social atmosphere is a problem
that until recently few faculty members were aware of. Included in this is
a committment to the opening up of student and faculty communication
fines. Underlying all of this is the notion that student opinion should be
more eagerly sought, and more sincerely regarded.
As the. situation presently exists,
EDff --IEBO
Inconvenient
in bad weather, and they are not
even options in the evening or on
Sundays.--
'
In all cases the student's best
bet would be to cash a check at the
Treasurer's Office or the local
bank whenever possible but it
seems to me that Lowry Front
Desk could (at least on weekends)
drop the nuisance charge on
checks and unfreeze the $10 a
check Emit, keeping any additional
monies locked in the safe. AH I am
suggesting is to allow Lowry Desk
to be as flexible as the Treasurer's
Office when it is dosed. I hope
other students realize . this
unnecessary inconvenience and
see : how . easily it . could be '
' ' 'eliminated.
John P. Rider
Box 2580
met.
"What do you want?" touched on
can be grouped under the general
'
Respect, therefore, implies a sense of
several specific issues. Paramount
,
student and faculty relations are
hampered by attitudinal impasses. Student and faculty perceptions
follow a "them versus us" pattern, which runs counter to the "we" spirit
so dogmatically emphasized in the College's committment to the liberal
arts tradition. Respect is scmething that one should not have to demand
Rather, one earns it in accordance with his demonstration of
responsible, concerned behavior. Until this notion of respect is
concretely integrated into student and acuity relations here at Wooster,
we all have mOes to go before we sleep. . ' f
Iimtemslhmps Beeefficnal,, Drawbacks Exist
:. by Dan Harkins
'- - The winter quarter offers many
opportunities for interested
students to apply for several
important positions on campus.
Among these jobs are appoint-- .
merits as administrative interns for
.
next year, which are exclusively
available to graduating seniors.
For a ' period . of ten months,
selected candidates serve as dorm
- directors, interns in some of the
college's departments, and, at
.
times, advisors to campus groups.
In these placements, they attempt
to fulfill their objective of being a
liaison between the administration
and students.
By combining their experiences
as former students and present
members of the administration,
interns attempt to provide a
perspective of the campus not
only to the students, but to the
administration, as well; however,
there are times when -- complications
prevent them from attaining
their goals. One of the primary
problems is the lack of time to
perform well in each position.
According to Kate Tilloston,
History Seminar Planned
. On January 23, Dr. John
Hondros of the History
Department will initiate a
symposiumon ideas and the arts
in Europe during the decade
between 1940 and. 1950. Entitled ,
"The Shattered Dream," and-sponsor- ed
jointly by the French
and History Departments, the
symposium wiQ cover a range of
- ispecifici., topics; randi, feature
-- speakers 7 from several depart-
ments. ''! :- - '
Dr. Hondros' introductory
lecture on the social and political
background will address itself to
three specific phenomena that,
surfaced during this era. The first
of these will be the rise of Fascism,
and its ideological consequences
for the "Old Right" of Europe. The
.
- horrors of the Jewish holocaust
will also be examined, as well as
the rise of the Cold War, and
-
: finally, the notion of an unfulfilled,
post-Worl- d War II "New Society"
T win be touched upon.'
" The next four subsequent
. weeks win .feature lectures by
various faculty members on topics
related to the symposium's theme.
On January 30, Dr. James Haden
of the Philosophy Department will
deliver a talk entitled "Roots of
Freedom," which will trace the
historical development of
twentieth century existentialist
"thinking, and its particular
relationship to the era surrounding
the Second World War. On
February 6, President Copeland
.
win talk about the role, of the
French Resistance in occupied
France during the Second World
, War. February 113, Dr. Henry.
, Herring of the English Department
wiD deliver a talk entitled "Bombed
Away: The Look of World War 0 in
' Film," and wiB . feature Alain
Resnais' Night and Fog, a classic
study of the Nazi Concentration
Camps, as well as two otherWorld
--
' War II era films. Hiroshima, and
1, Man Amour. Dr. Carolyn Durham
, of the French Department will
i , In tt Collf HHte S H O P 1
''.;-:--.-'.- , Shoopifie Cewto
-
" Phono: 2S2-CS4- 4 - '' , '
intern' in CPPS, they can perform
well in each of the roles they
occupy, but the time absorbed by
one job prevents giving enough
''attention to another. . . , fAs dorm directors, each intern
: is responsible for. the operation
and maintenance of hisher
dormitory. Some of their regular
duties include meeting with their
respective RA staffs, attending
directors' and deans' staff ;
" meetings, and encouraging the
code of conduct.' "Although an
intern gKes priority to hherdirectorship, departmental
.
obligations must also be met.
When given additional responsi-
bilities in other activities, the
intern's time' becomes severely
limited. ' .v
' A second complication in an
intern's role is the feeling of being
placed in the middle of serious
campus issues with little authority
to deal with them effectively. This
situation was emphasized by.
Sandy Kronitis of the Learning
Center, who said, "We ask
students questions, but give
administration answers."
'deliver the symposium's .final
lecture on February 20. Her talk,
entitled "Literature and Ideology,"
win focus upon the influence the
Second World War had on French
fiction. She will discuss the
invasion of the novel by
philosophy, and win concentrate
on the works of Camus, Sartre,
and Beauvoir. . .
... Admission to all the lectures is
free; and aH win be" held an the
Library Lecture Room at 4 p.m.
Dr. Herring's films, Night and Fog,
Hiroshima and Mon Amour, will
be shown at 7:30 p.m. February 12
in Mateer. The American war
classic, From Here to Eternity will
also be shown in Mateer on
February 6 at 7:30 n.m.
Curriculum Studied
cont'd, from pg. 1
curriculum, " many students
mentioned the "variety of course
offerings" as a positive quality, but
several criticisms were reiterated
by some of those polled. "Wooster
offers many choices," wrote one
. sophomore, "but I think it is wrong
that so many people get closed out
of courses which they may need."
A senior argued that the College
. "is far too-- specialized and .
extremely high key," and that
Senior Independent Study is a
letdown and "not all it is played up
. to be." Several students stated
that alternate year courses make
planning difficult
Members of each class at the
College were represented in the
poll, which had a twenty-si- x
percent rate of response.
I..
. As adrninistrators, the interns
are obligated to present the
administration's pdint-of-vie- w, but
at the same- - time many of the
interns do not personally support
those views,: because of their
experiences as students. The
combination of not being able to
give enough attention and, at the
same time, not being effective, has
led most of the interns to fed
frustrated. Yet, it should be said
L
73 -
' Kathy Irvin, Mike Flarmely and Sandy Kronitis are three Wooster graduates who decided to
remain at the College to serve as administrative interns. Photo by John Walth.
Small House Break-in- s
cont'd, from pg. 1
aU we could pick up," he added.
While patrolling the campus,
Friday morning, November 24, a
college security officer sighted two
,youngsters riding a bicycle, one
with record albums under his arm.
After recognizing him as an officer,
the boys dropped the bike and fled
with the records. Wooster police
confiscated the vehicle, hoping to
obtain further information of its
abductors. "Even ifwe do come up
with suspects," acknowledged
Yund, "ifs difficult to prosecute
without actually having seen the '
burglary take place."
.
Although the bicycle has been
returned to its owner, neither
stereo system has been
recovered. About their predica-
ment, the women of Scott Cottage
voiced, "We' believe that the
college's security system was
lacking and that the follow-u- p in
finding the stolen articles was
poor."
Officer Yund, however, claims
that the security system is
LET THE MEN OF WISDOM SPEAK
Mentioning Dr. Lewis Hellman's comparison of the lower cost of
abortion to the higher cost of welfare payments, the pro-aborti- on
Washington Post commented: This cost benefit analysis of human
life is completely utilitarian and inhuman and establishes a
frightening precedent for dealing with other social problems- .- This
is terrible argument Its implications are monstrous."
--
.
' ABORTION FACTS
Obstetric risks to the mother and neo-nat-al risks to the baby for
pregnancy and delivery In the 15 to 17 age group is no greater than
that for women in their 20s... In fact. Dr. E.K. McArarney said at a
recent meeting of the Society of Adolescent Medicine that
pregnancy In this age woman may be even healthier tor the mother
than later pregnancy. Family Practice Newa. Feb. 1978
WAYNE COUNTY RIGHT TO LIFE BOX 35. WOOSTER, OHIO
"
" EMPAC Eaeneacy PresMMpy Aid 1-4IM2- M372 MANSFIELD
FREE Prts nry llolftw 1-8QS-34- 4-7211 -
January 12, 1979,
person to- - the many aspects of
college administration and allows
one to consider, a possible career
in this field.
Should you be interested In
applying for next year, you may be
interested to know that the salary
of this job has remained the same
since the beginning of the program
six years ago, but you also get free
meals, a suite of two rooms,
telephone, and maid service once-- a
week
in
-- :. that being an intern is rewarding.
One of the best rewards of this
position is, according to Kate
Tilloston, having the opportunity
to help students. Another benefit
was stated by Kathy Irvin of the
Deans' staff, who said that she has
v been able to significantly develop
skills in time management, general
counseling, and communication,
due to her position. This
opportunity also exposes the
presented with a problem created
by students who re-ent- er dorms
and housing units during the
break. Andrews houses all of the
women and Bissman houses the
men who stay on campus over
break. Students are not permitted
to re-ent- er other dormsor houses
after they are officially closed on
November 22 unless they obtain
permission from the dean's office. .
Yet many students have keys to
the small houses and return
without contacting the dean or the
security office. "Returning to
rooms over break is ' a hard
problem to deal with," expressed
Yund. "It stops us from installing
fool-proo- f security systems
because a student can easily be
mistaken for a burglar."
Later during .break, on
December 23, Hesson house was
also burglarized. None of the girls'
personal ' belongings were
WOHLD-lVID- c i
f TRAVEL
I
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Hit Campus
disturbed, but furniture from the
lounge was removed.
The College campus was
, reportedly not the only area to be
vandalized over vacation. Thirty-si- x
autos of Wooster community
residents were sabotaged with
shoe polish and spray paint. "We
were surprised, along with the
community, at the' amount of
trouble we had this year,"
commented Yund. "Previously,
burglary has beeri very minimal.
The only other time considerable
breaking and entering occurred
was during spring break of 1975,"
Yund concluded.
r'iivr'
DINO'S
DRIVE - THRU
Pizza
Beer- - Wine
Champagne
11:00to11:00
phone: 282-044- 4
Right at foot of Boalt.
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hi .::;:':i A lJ AYoung Democratic Congressman. Thomas J. Downey, a
member of the House Armed Services Committee, will address a
College of Wooster audience Monday night.
Russell Performs in
by Cathy Garrigus
John Russell will present an
organ recital this Friday evening,
January 12, at 8:15 p.m. in McGaw
ChapeL
Included on the program are:
PassacagBa and Fugue . in : C
Minor, and "AD Glory be to God
on High," both by J.S. Bach, and
two Symphonic Movements,
Allegro, from Symphony VI, and
Scherzo from Symphony IV, by
Charles M. Widor. Since the
recital was postponed from last
fall, also included wOl be Johann
Pachelbel's Fantasy on a
- Christmas Hymn, "From Heaven
Above to Earth I Come," and Noel
with . Variations by Claude
(fAcquin.
' Mr. Russell was graduated from
the Oberfin College Conservatory
of Music in 1965, (B. Mus.), and
received his M. Mus. from Boston
University School for the Arts in
1968. He has played recitals
--throughout New England,
including for the American Guild
of Organists Regional Convention
in Springfield, Massachusetts in
1966, and at Harvard University --
and Middlebury College in
Vermont.
" Russell, who came to Wooster
in 1974, teaches music theory and
choral conducting at the College.
Store Hours: Mori, thru Thur. 9:30 to 5:30
Friday and Saturday Nights Till 9
COMPLETE STOCKS-- -
OF
Men's & Women's
Clothing
and
Furnishings
Including cotton denim flares with button front
or zipper styles.
Good MerchandiseOur Business and Pleasure Since 1879
Public Square, Wooster, Ohio
by Kevin Kllcommoo .
Congressman Thomas J.
Downey (D.N.Y.); the third
youngest member in the House of
Representatives' history, will
speak on the Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks (SALT) in Mateer
Auditorium Monday night at 8
p.m. . y- -
Downey will first lead a question
and answer session in Lowry
Center Pit from 5 p.m. until 7 p.m.
Winter
by Don Snow C..
As ice and snow descend upon
the campus, students are going to
find if much harder to entertain
themselves than it was this fall
when they could simply run
outside and play in the sun, rain,
mud, orwhatever. In an attempt to
fill the empty spaces in people's
lives, Babcock will be offering two
series of programs to amuse and
inform anyone who cares to come.
The schedule of events is simple - ;
every Wednesday night at 9 p.m.
there wiD be a program in
Babcock's International Culture
series,, and even) Thursday night
at 9 pjn. there will be an
International Fireside where guest
speakers will lead discussions on
various political, social, and
McGaw
From 1974 to 1977, he conaucted
the concert choir. 7 He now
conducts the Wooster Chorus,
which will tour the Eastern United
r States this spring.. Russell also is
the Director of Music at the First
Presbyterian Church in Wooster.
The organ russeD w21 be playing
was originally built in 1953 by
Walter Hohkamp of Cleveland. It
was. rebuilt and enlarged for
installation in McGaw in 1971,
again by the Holtkamp firm. Both
the original organ and the rebuilt
: organ were gifts from the David
-
Davis" family of Oak Hill, Ohio.
The organ has 49 stops and over
3200 pipes.
PERRY
OPTICAL
ITO SEE BETTER...
iSEE PERRY OPTICAL
CTO
COMPLETE NEW GLASSES
NEW FRAMES -
NEW LENSES;
PRESCRIPTION
SUNGLASSES
LENSES DUPLICATED'
PROMPT REPAIRS
SENSIBLE PRICES
ALL --
PRESCRIPTIONS
RLLED
333 EAST UDERTY
234-234- 4-
After the lecture the Congress-
man win be honored at as
reception, also in Lowry.
' While in his first Congressional
term, the, Suffolk County;
democrat was one of the major
critics of the B--l bomber. Downey,
a member of the House Armed
Services Committee, was cited by
President Carter for "making a
significant contribution'
.
in the
structure of today's SALT
grains
economic topics. Generally there
w31, also be a roaring fire in the
fireplace, and sometimes even hot-te- a
and other beverage.
The International Culture series'
of programs includes events such
as slide shows and movies from
other countries - last quarter there
were slide shows from. Columbia,
Austria, Africa, and assorted
points in Europe. One Wednesday
night,' several- - students from
various nations in West Africa
discussed their lifestyles and how
those lifestyles differed from
Western European and American
habits and culture. The discussion
ranged from eating habits (and the
etiquette of a family eating from a
single bowl) to family -- structure
and marriage (including what it is
.like to grow up in an extended
family situation in an area where
polygamy is practiced). "
r The mternational Fireside series
is mainly focused on political
issues in various parts of the
world, though "political" is defined
very broadly " here. American
- foreign policy was addressed last
Local Band
by Amy Havener .'J . ' .
' Appalachian Spring won't be
around next year? - -
Well, college students tend to
graduate for Bob Amos and Deb ;
Schwinn, 1979 graduation.
Win COW students never again
hear Deb and Bob join Don Snow
and Dave Shugert to play blue-gra-ss
music as the college's own
' band?. ..
Not-exacu- y.
For those who have enjoyed
- hearing the foursome perform at
. various college functions, a record
album is now available. Last
November, Appalachian Spring.
Speak
negotiation' position. For his.
contribution Downey was invited
to Geneva to observe the SALT
negotiations. ,., .
.
. , During the West Point cheating
scandal last year which brought
riationwide reaction, Downey was
hailed as a thorough investigator
of the incident. The Congressman .
is also a strong opponent of the
U.S. Army's, germ ; warfare
programs.
..A"..
cheduled
quarter by Alan Steebnan and
Robert Davis, terrorism in West
Germany and Europe was
addressed by Steve GarBck, and
'Ann Daley and Canon Knowles
talked about the present situation
in Northern Ireland. Kostia v
Kyzmmsky, an ; emigre Soviet
dissident poet, participated in a
discussion during one of " the
Wednesday night series and then -
did a poetry reading on the
following day as one of the more
unusual and interesting events. -
Information on issues to, be
discussed during winter wiD be in --
Potpourri and
.
Very Weekly. :
Topics corning up during -- tfie
winter will include a discussion of s.
the situation in Rhodesia,' slide
show from the Soviet Union,'
further examination of American
foreign policy, and,- - a grand
assortment of other topics, r
. These discussions and
'presentations are open to anyone,
and will hopefully be interesting
evenings for "more than, just- -
Babcock residents. - v ; .
Guts Album
recorded an album - about three-fourt- hs
of which is original material
by Don or Bob. Many of the
recorded songs have never before
been heard by Wooster
audiences; old favorites are also
included. . -
- Advent Record Co., a firm
which frequently records the
.Cleveland Orchestra, gives a label
to the recording. - J
' Records, selling for $6 each, will
be available at Appalachian
.
Spring's winter quarter concert.
The concert, which charges to
admission, win be Saturday, Jan.
20, at 7:30 pjn. in McGaw ChapeL'
tV?nus lor first time donors with this ad. ' :
,7,---.-i----
,
- -
- 0plasma zlZznce --:7'JOpen MoSat 70 AM.--4 evenin-M,T,- W, & Th tia M PM.
372 E. Exchange St Akron Phone 376-687-3 for appoinmentl
?Avt FacMty, Stages
.
Odgisia! Exhibit at Prick
' by Diana Lutz
Frick Art Center on the College
of Wooster campus is currently
exhibiting the work of three faculty
members of the Art Department
' The show is : a successful
integrationceramic. work of
--
- Donald: MacKenzie, the recent
- drawings of George Olson and the
structural sculpture of Rebecca
Seeman. A variety of aesthetic
experiences is encountered as
each artist presents work which .
- directly reflects an aspect of his or
her, activities during the past
'several vear."--,--'-;.-!-..- -
Dylkstra
by Lisa Vlckery ' i --
The faculty recital given last
Friday evening by pianist Brian
Dykstra offered a large and varied
- selection of music ranging front' -
classical to modern and on to
ultra-modern-
.' I found .this
smorgasbord of muskrvery tasty v
and a pleasant change from
concerts of two or three, lengthy
pieces, which frequently become:
tedious to casual audiences.
The. three compositions making
up the opening of the program
were all products of the Romantic
era, two being by --the same
Dreyfuss Highlights "The Goodbye Girl"
by Susie EstiS : ; , ;
.
If Neil Simon could have
predicted the success of his film,
or rather its star, Richard
Dreyfuss, he might have titled it
The Hello Boy" instead of The
Goodbye Girl The Goodbye Girl,
. released just over a year ago, was
the movie that turned Dreyfuss'
career as a well-know- n actor into
one of a hot box office celebrity
. and gave him the chance to win the
Academy Award for Best Actor in
1978. Here Dreyfuss was finally
able to display with maturity and
sensitivity in the character of
Elliott Garfield a Chicago-come-Ne- w
York actor. Dreyfuss had not
been as fortunate with his former
roles in American Graffiti, Buddy
Kravitz, Jaws, and Close
Encounters, all of which limited his
display of talents and kept his
career lukewarm.
Simon's script, while smoothing
Dreyfuss' sensitive character, put
a sharp, cutting edge on Marsha
Mason's role as a dumped-o- n
struggling Broadway dancer. As
Paula McFadden, Mason becomes
Donald MacKenzie has spent
the last four years researchingJapanese art "and ceramics. In
: 1974 and 1975 Jie received two
GLCA - grants for preliminary
study and investigation in this
country. Then in December 1975
ne left Wooster for a six-mon- th
study leave in Japan where he had
the opportunity to assimilate his
knowledge with actual Japanese
models and techniques.
Since the time that MacKenzie
has been studying Japanese art, .
his own work has taken on certain
Excels in
composer, Maurice Ravel. Pavane
pour une Infante defunte (Pavane
for a Dead Princess) was
performed by Mr. Dykstra with an
accuracy that complimented the
beauty in the music's most simple
elements. . The second . Ravel
selection was Jeux D'Eau or
"Fountains," an Impressionisticjuork that captured my attention
'with its scintillating note
combinations.
In between the Pavane and
Jeux D 'Eau was a series of musical '
settings entitled RornanSketches.'
Charles Tomlinson Griffes, the- -
a bit - too edgy and irascible
towards the end, end one almost
hopes she will get left behind by
Dreyfuss also. But Simon, playing
it safe with the time tested idea of
boy meets girl, is too smart to let
this happen. In The Goodbye Girl,
the two antagonistic roommates
battle their way into a love affair.
Even with this very predictable
plot, Simon has the magic touch to
make it almost believable.
- Predictable in its humor, but
precise in its humanness, The
Goodbye Girl has several
highlights.' One comes when
Dreyfuss tells Mason his rules for T
(perhaps you saw Belushi's take-
rs . ,I Ik I- - L i - m 1on on oaiuraay rigni uvk , unu a
another in which Simon captures I
the atmosphere ot the disastrous
openinq night performance and
the humiliation that follows when
Garfield plays Richard III as a
flaming homosexual, with a Esp
more noticeable then his hump.
- The movie comes complete with
a daughtermatchmaker, - Lucy
(Quinn Cummings) to which
4
CITY NEWS
Graduates, Students
and Friends -
Have a Great
Weekend!
Good Luck Scots!
. Come visit us at out
r New Location at .
135 South Market 1
t
Oriental qualities. This is
particularly.; noticeable in his
glazing techniques which recall the
light, spontaneous touch of much
Japanese ceramic work. He has
also adopted "the traditional
Japanese Raku method of firing
smaD tea bowls and vases. --
. MacKenzie states that he does
not want to imitate the ceramic art
of Japan, he just wants to create
the same feeling in his own pieces. --
One piece in particular he calls a
"Pagoda vase" because it brings to
mind the tiered roof structure of a
Varied
American composer, got his
inspiration for the settings from
four poems. "The White Peacock"
acted as a symbol of beauty
depicted in the first setting. The
mild dissonances were not only
symbolic of beauty, they were
beautiful.
Likewise, the composer and
performer together were able to
make each poetic setting resemble
"what its title claimed. "Nightfall-ha- d
a mysterious darkness to it.
"The Fountain of Acqua Paola"
had. many of the characteristics
of rushing water, like a wild
Simon gives some of the best lines
of the movie; Cumming's part is
somewhat more convincing than
the similar roles of her kitty
predecessors in Paper Moon and
Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore.
To complement and carry off au , ,
of these, clever conversations,
director Herbert Ross (The
Turning Point) was forced to
create i lot of action for the
characters, which he did with a
large degree of success.
Although sometimes accenting
-
- cont'd, on p 7
t
O4
c:.i
Y The kev to havino monevX
. :.L : " uuTA laid 19 wiui savuiy nuw. vwa2 can help you with one of our
many savings . plans. Let?
f your money grow so it can!
V f i. -- . TunwcK jumurruw.
Fint V'Federal t
WoQttmr
. r
.
1812 Cleveland Road 7
2647812 J
J. '. i
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Japanese temple (Pagoda). Most
of MacKenzie's work on display is
for sale to the public. .
George Olson returned last
summer from a year-lon- g research
leave in London, England. The
drawings exhibited in the current
show are those he produced and
developed during his time there.
They represent a departure from
his previous work of large relief
prints, the blocks for which Olson
would construct out of found
objects and materials.
In London, Olson did relatively
Performance
determination to get where it's
going and "Clouds" had a mellow,
floating aura.
Sonata No. 3 by Edward
MacDowell was the largest single
work played by Mr. Dykstra. The
middle movement, "ma con-- '
passione Tristamente" was --
especially dramatic and played
with intensity.
The middle of the program was
devoted to an ultra-moder- n piece
called Syncronisms No. 6 for
Piano and Electronic Sounds by a
contemporary composer, Mario
Davidovsky. This beatless
selection reminded me of a
combination of dripping
laboratory viles, "Star Wars"
robot emergency alert sounds and
screeches that would come from
within a tropical bird sanctuary.
Although musically dubious to my
ears, the piece was interesting and
most certainly amusing.
Mr. Dykstra concluded his
recital with what 4 call
"entertainment" music, that is,
"Pop? material. A blend of four
20th Century songs, "Play, Piano,
Play," "Turn Out -- The Stars,"
"Georgia on" My Mind" and
"Gravy Waltz" put together
rhythm, romance and blues to top
off a pretty jazzy classical concert.
141 II
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small india ink drawings due to
limitations of space and materials.
However, the drawings, in a
refreshing way, recall the sombre,
stately quality of the earlier prints
through Olson's use of brown and
black- - areas of ink washes
surrounded by solid black areas of
ink. Few lines are evident in the
drawings, one exception being 44
(the drawings are numbered, not
titled). In reference to this
drawing, Olson stated that he is
fond of the "ambiguous areas," as
in the upper right-han- d corner,
where it is more difficult to discern
the solid from the shadowy areas.
Olson believes that London's
influence is distinctly reflected in .
these recent drawings, most of
which, by the way, are also for
sale.
Rebecca Seeman has been
teaching Studio Art at the college .
for the past year and a half. She
regards Wooster as representa-
tive of "Middle America"; her art
has adapted accordingly. She
often does human-scal-e sculpture
and in keeping with this precedent
two of the pieces on display deal
with the problems of architectural
space. "Spouting for a small
artist's house" she feels is the most
structurally successful.
Three of Seeman's sculptures'!"
are made up of --sections of
aluminum drainpipe and gutter --
standard construction materials.
She also uses galvanized steel
fencing and strips in several other
smaller pieces. The works are
formal and intellectual, yet
Seeman feels she can better reach
her audience in Wooster through
her use of recognizable materials
and her whimsical titles. One
wonders, however, if certain titles
(and '. perhaps the respective
pieces) such as "Woof maquettes
for small houses in Roo" and
"That's a nice seedling," are nof
mockeries of her environment.
Cc:r
264-915- 3
Quality Sandwiches
& Salads of
Proportions J
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Concert
by Lisa Vickery .
The Wooster Concert Choir,
uril! open the Brahams Festival this
Sunday, January 14th with two of
the master's works; one of great
reknown and one that probably .
less familiar, to many listeners.
Opportunities for Volunteers
' The new year has brought
several new opportunities for
volunteer work in the Wooster
area. Wooster Comnronity Action
is sponsoring three new agency
opportunities in addition to the
existing program. Wooster
Community Action is a coordinate
body that exists to centralize
volunteer opportunities on
campus, to promote vohinteerism
and to train volunteers.
New Opportunities
Indian River School for Boys
is a maximum security facility for
boys ages 16-1- 8 in the Ma&5iflon
area. They have a variety of needs
and volunteer possibilities. They
are: assistant wrestling and
basketball 'coaches, people to
assist in the school's religious
program and services, people to
run a "Game Night" on Tuesday
evenings, volunteer librarians on
Wednesdays from 6-- 8 p.m., and
assistants in their Alcoholics
''Anonymous program. For more
information and an application,
see Emlyn Ott, Ext 429, 316.
WCWS: On the Air
WCWS-FM- , which is owned by
the College of Wooster but is
completely student-manage- d and
--
' operated, resumes its normal
schedule for Winter broadcasting
today. Changes for Winter
Quarter include broadcasting the
entire ' season of Metropolitan
Opera events five on Saturday
afternoons. Convocation lectures
-- wiH be broadcast live from Mateer
After just three months of study at Thei Institute for Paralegal Training inPhiladelphia, you can have an exciting and rewarding
career in law or business without law school.
As a lawyer's assistant you will be performingi many of the duties traditionally handled
only by attorneys. And at The Institute for Paralegal
Training, you can pick one of seven different areas of
law to study. Upon completion of your training. The
Institute's unique Placement Service will And you a
responsible and challenging job in a law firm, bank or
corporation in the city of your choice.
T he Institute for Paralegal Training is thenation's first and most respected school for
paralegal training. Since 1970, weve placed over
2,500 graduates in over 85 cities nationwide.
If you're a senior of high academic standingand looking for an above average career,
contact your placement office for an interview with
our representative. -
We will visit your campuson:
Tuesday, February 13
TheInstitute
. forParalegal
Training Ml? IJL
Choir toPiresemit
Wooster's largest group of select
voices will perform his German
Requiem znd Nanie. An orchestra
will accompany the choir during
both selections. " -
It took ' Johannes Brahams
eleven years to write A German
Homes County .Training
Center is a community agency
concerned with handicapped
children and adults. It mcludes
classes and a sheltered workshop
where adult clients learn skills that
assist in making a living. They are
.
looking for volunteers in the area
of Early Stimulation (for children
three years or below who display
developmental delays.) This
program is offered two mornings a
week. They also are looking for
help in their Adult Services
program. See Beth Steimel, Ext.
376 for more information.
OSHA HOUSE (Alcohol Half
Way House) is an outpatient
service and home for individuals
who have a background in '
substance abuse. They are looking
for volunteers who will: 1.) do
follow-u- p on out-patien- ts by phone
call.
2. ) - Over-nig- ht or afternoon
relief people for the staff, every
week for several hours.
3. ) One-on-on-e involvement and
tutors (algebra, English).
Auditorium, and the Fighting
Scots basketball action will be
aired direct . from Timken
Gymnasium.- - -- jo ..
WCWS wffl be airing rock
specials on Sunday nights that
feature specific artists and their
work. In addition, album give-
away 's are planned throughout
each day during the next few
weeks. - '
235 South 17th Street . "
Philadelphia. PA 19103
(215)732-660- 0
'
73-10-042- 28
Approved by the American Bar Association.
Requiem (1857-1868- ) but he
reaped great fame fromlhe piece,
and it helped to establish him as
one' of the all-tim- e "great
composers. Although the piece is
. mainly carried by the chorus, two
very talented Wooster voices will
Contact Alison Swank, Ext.
442.
NEWS NOTES j
The new center for the' Boys
Village program is Wagner Hall.
Any questions or changes in your
plans to volunteer any particular
night should be directed towards
Alison Swank (Ext. 442) and Jeff
Dandoy (Ext. 443). ,
People-to-Peop-le is looking
for new volunteers this quarter.
This agency helps individuals who
have emergency needsbills or
who are in between income
eligibility. Volunteers answer
phones, determine need and do
follow-u- p as well as clerical work.
Contact Alison Swank if you're
interested at Ext; 442. ' .
BmUiainnis
. - i J s r
oe rugniignted. tnn U Mara, a
senior at the College, will be the
featured soprano and David
Young, an alumnus of the class of
78, will be returning to sing the
baritone solos.
A German Requiem is based on --
passages from the Lutheran Bible,
centering on grief and comfort
The death of his mother- - and
composer Robert Schumann
presumably were part of the cause
in Brahams' ' feeling of these
emotions, prompting him on to the
style of this piece.
Nanie, a choral ode, is a setting
that compliments the poem "Even
the Beautiful Die,'' by Schiller, a
classic ; German poet and
Gage Seeks
by Dianna Troyer
Bill Daywaldt, Lowry Center
Intern; Chris Bunnenberg, new
Cage manager: and Karen Mills
are experimenting with the Cage's ,
programming to hopefully revive it
into being a center for social
---
----Hfnl
.
'
.
11 3 J t I - C : '
WCWS General Manager Andy Robertson points out. his
favorite passage in Beethoven's "Ninth Symphony" as Program
Director David Gates looks on. "
Empower the poor, develop their leadership
skills. Live and work for year as a VISTA'
volunteer. Across America your skills in Educa-
tion,
Law
Rsonaieinni
mm
dramatist. Brahams composed
this piece much later than the
Requiem, finishing it 'm 1881. A
-- performance of Name,, which is
translated "Roman Dirges' is a
much rarer event than one of the
Requiem and the College should
consider it a special treat.
.
"
This performance is the first in a
series of concerts that will be
featuring the works of Johannes
Brahams (1833-1897- ) durina 1979.
.1 l Jt 1i ne coneen, conauciea oy uaie
Moore, will be held in McGaw
Chapel this Sunday evening at
o: io p.m. oruoeni aamission is.
only $1 and general admission is
Sponsors
activity on campus. Doors will be
' open for eight weekends instead of
four as last quarter, new hours will
be established and a new juke box
will brighten up the interior.
Two Happy Hours will be
sponsored weekly, one midway
through the week on Wednesday
from 3:30-5:3- 0, and the other on
Friday from 46. Weekend hours,
of 9-- 1 on Friday and Saturday will
remain. Daywaldt felt students
would seek entertainment at the
Cage more knowing that it will be
open regularly each weekend,
instead of being open on only four
.weekends.
Cage finances being somewhat
bleak has caused programming to
be sought in local talent instead of
small bands which are expensive.
"Any student, faculty member or
organization from the sections and
clubs' to ' Wooster '' Christian
.iiwwi iif wan opviiavi an
evening in the Cage," stated
Daywaldt. "Organizations are not
required to pay a rental fee; they
. must simply-co- ver their own
.
expenses for. the evening." Ideas
can be submitted to Bill, Karen, or;
Chris who will offer help to the"
organizations to make the evening
a success. Although acts are paid
an hourly wage, some performers
volunteer their services. The
financial goal of the Caoe is to
break even, not to make a profit.
X. ti . Social Science, Health, Business, Spanish -
or can help. Contact:
vA
Female Graduates Badly Underpaid
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) --
. Who makes more annually
male drop-out- s from high school,
or female college graduates?
Most people might assume the
college graduate would earn more,
but statistics compiled by the
Scientific Manpower Commission
indicate that it isn't so. Male drop-
outs earned an average $9000 in
' 1976, while the female graduates
averagea oniy ?iaaj. raw ine
commission's report showed that
statistics like these are consistent
for almost every profession.'
The commission, a private, non-
profit organization of the country's
'; major scientific societies, recently
catalogued the position of women
and .minorities in all the
professional fields, including the
sciences, engineering, arts,
, .
humanities, and education. Jn the
resultant . 288-pag- e report, they
: discovered that, while the last
decade of equal opportunity
mandates-ha- d contributed to a
sharp increase of women and
minorities getting degrees of all
kinds, the laws apparently aren't
- that effective in the job market. ,
Minority and majority women,
the report finds, are stiH passed
over for jobs, and slighted in salary
Goodbye Girl
cont'd, from pg. 5
the noticeably weak and awkward
segments of the script, Ross also
.makes the most of the genuinely
funny parts. ' :
The Goodbye Girl is the type of
movie that would be the most
likely to be revived in the future as
a classic, just as we do today with
the particularly entertaining
movies of the 308 and 40s. Filled
with wittiness, it has the proper
balance of happiness and sorrow
to keep it real. Simon says
"Enjovl"
PREPARE FOR:
rcnT'O -
L"-2-C3:.7U:J.0-
.'iT
t:"D l.,m-EG?u3-rlEII-U- Ci
NATL DENTAL BOARDS NURSING BOARDS
. Rraibta Programs A Hours
There 15 a difference!!!
For Information Pleas Call:
371-003- 5 (collect)
14055 Cedar Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44118I
Gust offl-27-1)
and promotion. This, the report
says, holds true in the
government, academia, and the
private sector. --
Specifically, the report found:
Unemployment rates for
professionally-traine- d women
Continue to be two-to-fiv- e times
higher than for men in the same
field with the same level of training,
and the gap increases at higher
Hearee levels. For example,
among all 1977 history doctorates,
2.9 percent of the men were
unemployed and seeking
employment, compared with 10.4
percent of the women. In the social --
sciences, the unemployment rate
for male doctors was one percent,
while women's was four percent..
1 Except for beginning engineers
and new bachelor's level chemists
employed by industry, profession-
al women's --salaries were lower
than those of men with
comparable training and
experience at every age, every
degree level, in every field and with
every type of employer. x
The federal government, a
major employer of professionals,
also appears to discriminate.
Women of aO races still lag weD
behind their male counterparts in
grade level, and thus salary. For
example, the government employs
almost; 1700 microbiologists, of
whom 31 percent are women and
6.5 percent are black, with one-thir- d
of blacks being women.
While employment of women
in higher education has grown
slowly through the, 1970s, their
progress up the academic ladder is
still far behind that of men. Among
academically employed Ph.D.'s in
the sciences and engineering who
earned those Ph.D.'s between
1970 and 1974, 4.4 percent of the
men but only two percent of the
women have reached the rank of
fo i)JtthhptOtisnr- cnT Yi
I
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PHILADELPHIA, PA. (CPS)
Big business does not have a very
good reputation these days. Many
corporations, such as J.P. Stevens
and Nestles, are under fire for acts
of "social irresponsibility,'' and
their executives are often
perceived as persons who would
work for company profits even if it
meant damage to people or the
environment.
But what of the next generation
of corporate executives the
management students of today?
Will they conduct business- - any
differently from their stereo-typically-gree- dy
predecessors?
Probably not, says researcher J.
Scott - Armstrong, who's an
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Corporate Irresponsibility Continues
professor. Among men, almost 30
percent are associate professors,
but less than 18 percent of the
women have reached this rank.
No Leave Replacements
byTraceyOns
We will be reducing the size of
s the faculty by six," was the official
word of the Dean's office this year
concerning faculty layoffs. During
the upcoming year, according to
Dean Vivian HoDiday, no faculty
member will be eliminated.
Instead, HoDiday stated, the
college will not fill the positions of
professors on leave with
replacements,' except in the
Physics Department which is too
small to accommodate such
LoWry Worker Dies
Betty Masters, who checked
students' ID's at the front meal line
in Lowry Center for the past four
years, died last week at the age of
58. She had worked the night of
Tuesday, January 2, had returned
to her home on Spink Street, and
was found the next morning - the
victim of an apparent heart attack.
. John Williams, Unit Manager
for Food-Servic- e, rioted that
"Betty: was liked by all the
students. She was a nice lady, and
had a knack for remembering
students' names." -
Betty began working for the
College in September, 1974.
.
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associate professor of marketing
in the University of Pennsylvania's
Wharton School. Armstrong hasjust completed a five-ye- ar study of
- social irresponsibility jn
management, during which he
questioned 2000 students in ten
countries. The participants were
undergraduate and graduate
students in management and
executive training programs. Most
of the graduate students had some
managerial experience.
The conclusions, Armstrong
says, were "shocking.' The
students "see their major!
responsibility to the company and
to its prime goal, which is making
s money. They do not view the
protection' of consumers and
employees from unnecessary
harm as their responsibility."
The students surveyed were '
. asked what they would do in this
hypothetical situation: The vice-preside- nt
of a major drug
corporation knows that the
absences.
During the next three years, the
administration is considering not
filling positions that are vacated
and, instead, shifting positions and
course-load- s within departments
so that no major reduction in
programs is necessary. If the
college continues to attract a large
freshman class and does not
experience the unexpected
attrition that it did in August, such
action may not be necessary.
Wooster is not alone in having
to reduce faculty size, and most
notably Beloit college recently
experienced similar' faculty
reduction. According to Dean
HoHiday, "We're in very good
shape compared to - many
schools."'
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"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
Made to Order Cheae. Pepperoni. Sausage.
Uuahrooma. Anchovies, Peppers, Onions .
Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
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company's recently-develope- d
medication is dangerous. It. can
cure, but it can also Ml. If it is
marketed, it will probably cause
about 18 deaths a year. The
executive is aware that drugs
produced by rival companies are
- as effective, - but are not so
hazardous. Does he take the drug
off the market? .
Practically all of those
questioned believed the decision,
to maintain the drug on the market
was irresponsible. But, when
asked to play the role of a director
of that company, none of the
students questioned decided to
remove the drug from the market.
Armstrong then experimented
with telling the students that their
hypothetical company had
approved a "stakeholder" role for
them, in which they were
responsible for reporting to the
interest groups affected by then-company'-s
actions. Even then,
Armstrong reports, subjects
found it difficult to modify then-thinking- ,
and make "responsible"
decisions.
Armstrong placed the blame for
his subjects' attitudes on the
country's legal system, which, he
says, favors a "stockholder
advocate" role for managers. That
role relieves them of any
responsibility for hurting members,
of the general public. He feels the
-- students' "irresponsible" decision
was prompted by a strong respect
for authority, and a feeling that
obedience to the stockholders is a
good trait.
Under the present system,,
Armstrong doesn't have much
hope for change. He feels that to
change, representatives of
different interest groups must be
appointed to the boards of
directors. If "fear of exposure by
the media was strong, maybe that
would help."
764 Pittsburgh
Avenue i
Peak
Comoro Shop
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Glorious Autumn
With Everything I
s
t
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Cagers 1
by Jim VVUkins,
rnor io me sian me 170--7
basketball season, Scot coach Al
- Van Wie assured Wooster fans
that his - team would play an
exciting brand of basketball, but
many victories all the excitement
would produce.
: The: Scots had several large
question' marks, but apparently
Van Wie has found the right
answers as the Scots boast a 9-- 3
record, including a 97-7- 9 victory
over Mount Unioiin their Ohio
Conference opener Saturday
night.
One of Van Wie's pre season
worries was a lack of height. The
Scots have no one taller than 6--5,
yet have succeeded in outre-boundin- g
opponents by. an
average of 3.5 rebounds a game.
Freshman Gib Tecca leads Scot
rebounders with 7 per game, while
Dick Altman and Jim Bums are
not far behind with over six per
game.
The freshmen, Tecca, Reiser
and Maiden, have played
extremely wen," Van Wie said. --
"Without them we wouldn't be
-1 in OAC
nearly as strong on the boards.
Altaian's consistent play has been
a very pleasant surprise, too.-Altma- n,
a 39 percent shooter in
"
1977-78- , is firing at a 56 clip so far
while scoring 10.5 points a game.
The Scots' top scorer is senior
Fred Baker, who is. sixth in the
OAC with a. 17.6 average. Sam
Dixon, also among the OACs top
twenty, is averaging 14.4. Jim
Burns is averaging 1 LI. after
missing all but one of the team's '
.
first eight games with an injury. '
"Freddie and Sam night in and
night out have given an excellent
effort," Van Wie said. Dixon is
third in the OAC in assists while
Balser is eighth in that
department.
The Scots' losses have been to
Grove City by two, to Illinois
Wesley an by seven and to
defending NCAA Division. CI
champ North Park by 27.
. "North Park is the best Division
HI team I've seen in 18 years," Van
Wie said. They could beat fifty
percent of all Division I schools."
A key to the Scots' success has
been their aggressive style of play.
They have forced an average of 25
THIS WEEK IN SCOT AND SCOTTIE SPORTS ACTION:
MENS BASKETBALL vs. Otterbein at home Sat., Jan. 13, 7:30
p.m.; vs. Ohio Northern away Wed, Jan. 17.
WRESTLING vs. Marietta and Mt. Union at Marietta Sat, Jan. 13.
SWIMMING vs. Hiram at home Wed., Jan. 17, 4 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL vs. Capital at home Sat., Jan. 13, 230
p.m.; vs. Muskingum at home Thurs., Jan.-1- 8, 8 p.m.
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Sophomore Ray de la Pena is one of the four returning AD-Americ- ans
svvjmming for the Scots this season. Photo by John
Wolsh. - -- '
ABORTION
Hp Thru 14 Weeks
Safe and Gentle .
Akrdn's Most Experienced
Clinic
Moderate Fee, ADC Accepted
Personalized and Confidential
AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
513 W. Market St;
Call Collect 0-535-6- 178
ii
Host r mm nosiers
turnovers a game and according to
Van Wie are converting those
v
turnovers into . 25-3- 0 points a
game. -- "
- Against Mount Union the Scots
got off to a fast start and opened :
up a 19 point lead, 33-1- 4, with 932
to play in the first half. Balser and
Dixon both scored 10 points
during the first ten minutes on
their way to game scoring honors
with 19. .
The Scots shot a sizzling 62 in .
the first half for a 56-3- 8 halftime
lead. During the second half they C
led by as much as 25 and Van Wie
was able to give his bench some
playing time. --
r The loss .dropped Mount Union '
to 0-- 1 in the conference and 3-- 8 .
overall. '
Tomorrow night the Scots host --
Otterbein in a re-mat- ch of last
year's OAC title game which
Otterbein won 72-7- 1. Prior .to
Wednesday's slate of OAC games
Otterbein was just 5-- 6 though they
lost by just one to this year's OAC
title favorite Wittenberg.
.--
:
; Otterbein is paced by 6-- 6 senior,
forward Don Brough who is
averaging 18.6 -- points and JS.8 '
rebounds per game.
Swimmers
by Brenda Luger
The men's swim team opened
their season last Saturday when
they hosted the OAC relay meet.
The Scots were defending
champions, but they feD short of
victory this year when a Scot
swimmer false started; disqualify-
ing his --winning relay team. As a
result, OberCn captured first place
for the first time in the history of
the meet with 134 - points to
Woosters 122" -
In spite of the runner-u- p finish,
the Scots dominated the meet by
winning six of the twelve races and
setting three OAC . records.
Outstanding for the Scots were
team captains Mark Pruiss and
Stan McDonald. - Pruiss was a
member" of four winning relay
teams-an- d aided in breaking two
.records. McDonald was part of
three victorious .relay teams and
helped set records in back-to-bac- k
events. ."' :
- Sophomore Rick Andrew and
freshman Jim Lutz were both on
three winning relay teams and
added their names to the record
books in a single event each. Jeff
Strater and Mark Horner
complete the group of record-sette- rs
with Strater gaining two
victories and a record and Horner
competing in one record-breakin- g
.relays---
-
.
.
.
Other Scots who are credited
with --victories are-sophom- ore
Brian Spincfler and freshmen
ARCH'S HIDDEN GARDEN
0 Vegetarian Dinners Served
Our specials: Fresh salads
Taeoa ' Elgplant sandwiches
...
Ayacsdos ' S Sy burgers
- Herbal teas Smoothies and juices
o We have
Come see lis at
131 N. Market -
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Senior dick Altaian's improved play has been a key to the Scots',
success this season. Photo by Amy Sancetta. :- - . :
Second in O
Steve Schobert, Dave Shuster,
Mike Weber and Rick Wurster.- -:
OberEn . again -- defeated the
Scots last Tuesday when they
swam to a marginal seven point
victory.' ' , ; - -
Despite the slow 'start, the
season looks good for the swim .
team. 4 According to . third-yea- r
coach Bryan Bateman, "We have
a tougher and longer season than
ever before. We are swimming
three top 20 national schools and
Wrestlers Lose Opener
- r by Hank Sperry bright spots, however. Fowler was
College of Wooster wrestling especially pleased with- - the
. coach Gary Fowler was in an performances of . .. 134-pound- er
unenviable position when he called Rick Seigel and heavyweight Mike
his troops together January 2 for Williams.
the first team meeting of the new
year. His task: mold a wrestling
squad made up- - of. nine
underclassmen, including - five
freshmen, into a competitive unit
in time to challenge the Capital
University Crusaders and the
Baldwin-Wallac- e. Yellow Jackets
in a double-dua- l meet to be held at
Berea on Saturday, January 6,
only four days later. ; . V
The lack of training was too high
a hurdle to jump,' however.
Consequently, the Scots were --
beaten 29-1- 9 by Capital, and swept
away by B--W in, the nightcap. "We
weren't ; ready," said 1 Coach ;
Fowler. "We just didn't have --
enough time." There-wer- e some
meat, too! -
or Call us at
264767
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the league is very strong this year.
The Scots have a strong team-themselve- s,
' though, with the
presence of four returning All-America- ns,
including McDonald,
Pruiss, Ray de la Pena and Jeff
Strater ; on the roster. - The
freshman class brought a large
number of talented swimmers and
should add more depth to the
team. Also joining the Scots again
after a one-ye- ar layoff are Mark
Homer and Adam Grossberg. "
The sophomore. Seigel.
dominated Capital opponent Mike
Snyder in his hrst match, chalking
up a 12-- 2 decision. Later, Seigel
out-maneuver- ed ; B--Ws Vince
Petrella, recording a 9-4- "
advantage. ... .
1Against Crusader' adversary
Mark Bostic, freshman heavy-
weight Mike Williams reverted to
- his football days and inflicted a
bone-crushin- g tackle during the
. third period. Bostic was hurt, and --
Williams was declared the winner
by default. Although beaten 7--3 by
B--Ws Ken Morgan in his second
match, Williams'." performance
-- against the more experienced
Morgan was impressive. - --
. Gary Fowler can now breathe a
little easier. He has had an entire
week to prepare his matmen for
Saturday's double dual meet in
Marietta against --the Mt. Union
and the Marietta Pioneers. With all
this ample .time, what is Coach
Fowler going, to work pn?
.-Tak- edowns? We - were
outscored 23-1- 2 in this
department, - and ' that must
"improve." v ' 5 . ,
BE ALL AVE
ECONUO-WAS-H -
(Just North ml tttm Ceii9 ,
24 Hour Coin-O- p Laundry
Dry Cleaning 8 - 4:15
